Regional Violation Enforcement Reciprocity

Mid-Atlantic Meeting

February 4, 2016

List of Documents, Locations & Descriptions:

2. Chart_Presiding State Law_Regional VER – Dropbox RVER East: A chart developed in meeting discussion to illustrate which state law takes precedence in certain tolling violation scenarios
3. DE SB24 TollInteroperabilityReciprocalAgreements – Dropbox RVER East: Current VER Legislation for the state of Delaware
4. MATRIX_Regional Toll Violation Enforcement Consideration_2_16 – Dropbox RVER East: A matrix for requested information from the participating state authorities and organizations attending the meeting.
5. MD Video Toll Process 20150111 – Dropbox RVER East: Presentation from Maryland on their current toll process for video transactions
6. MD_Toll_Enforce_Leg_summary_02-02-2016 – Dropbox RVER East: Presentation from Maryland on current tolling legislation and enforcement processes
7. ME – MA Interstate Reciprocity Agreement – Final 11-04-2015 – Dropbox RVER East: Current agreement between Maine and Massachusetts for RVER
8. Presentation_DE DMV Deck2.4.16 – Dropbox RVER East: Presentation from Delaware outlining their current tolling processes and violation processes
9. Presentation_PA Prespective_Summary v2 – Dropbox RVER East: Presentation from Pennsylvania outlining their current tolling processes and violation processes
10. Z_Meeting Notes_RVER East_2_4_16 – Dropbox RVER East: A document containing meeting notes and discussion points

11. General VE Language Template – ATI Website: http://www.tollinterop.org/violation-enforcement/ : A template which may be used as a basis for or edited to suit any state looking to enact Violation Enforcement Reciprocity legislation
12. MA-NH Reciprocity Agreement – ATI Website: http://www.tollinterop.org/violation-enforcement/ : Original agreement between Massachusetts and New Hampshire
14. NC Violation Enforcement Legislation S895_062012 – ATI Website: 